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LOCAL CHARACTERIZATION OF q-ANALYTIC

FUNCTIONS IN TERMS OF HYPOANALYTIC

FUNCTIONS

ABTIN DAGHIGHI‡

Abstract. Let z = x+iy be a holomorphic coordinate in C, W ⊂ R2 an open
subset with real-analytic coordinates (x, y), let p ∈W and let q be a positive

integer. Then there exists a locally integrable structure (ω,L) where ω ⊂ R4

is open with real-analytic coordinates (x, y, s, t), (p, 0) ∈ ω, such that for any

q-analytic function f(z) on z(W ), the function f̃(x, y, s, t) := f(x + iy) is a
solution near (p, 0), with respect to L. Furthermore, there is for sufficiently

small ω a local hypoanalytic chart, (ω,Z), Z : ω → C3, overlying the locally

integrable structure, such that the image of Z is, near Z(p, 0), foliated by
one-dimensional complex manifolds in C3 and such that for any q-analytic

function f(z) on z(W ), the solution f̃ chosen as above is a local hypoanalytic
solution near (p, 0) (i.e. there exists a holomorphic function F, in the ambient

space C3, near Z(p, 0), such that F ◦ Z = f̃ near (p, 0)).

1. Introduction

In the theory of higher order partial differential equations, Burgatti [7]
and Theodorescu [11] where among the first to initiate a general study of dis-

tributions annihilated by ∂
q
, q ∈ Z+, defined on a complex one dimensional

domain (Burgatti, who uses the letter n instead of q, called the objects
of interest n-analytic functions whereas Theodorescu called them areolar
polynomials of order n − 1). In this paper we shall predominantly use the
following terminology of Burgatti [7] from 1922.

Definition 1 (q-analytic function). Let U ⊂ C be an open subset and let
z be a holomorphic coordinate for C. Let q ∈ Z+. A function f(z) will be
called q-analytic (also called polyanalytic functions of order1 q) on U , if for
each p ∈ U there is an open Up ⊂ U, p ∈ Up, together with holomorphic
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1Here we adopt the terminology of Balk [2], it should be noted that using the definition

in Abreau [1], the order would be q − 1. Both perspectives make sense, in the first case

we have the order of the operator ∂
q
, annihilating the function and in the second case we
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functions ap(z), bp,j(z), j = 1, . . . , q − 1, such that for all z ∈ Up, either
q = 1 and f(z) = ap(z), or q > 1 and

(1) f(z) = ap(z) +

q−1∑
j=1

bp,j(z)z
j

As pointed out by Balk [2] there are many different equivalent definitions
and terminology used simultaneously for what we call q-analytic functions
and Balk [2] uses (the letter q is replaced by n) interchangebly n-analytic
and polyanalytic of order n with a preference for the latter. In the the-
ory of locally integrable structures (see the books of Treves [12], Berhanu,
Cordaro & Hounie [5], Baouendi, Ebenfelt & Rothschild [3] and Treves &
Cordaro [13]) distribution solutions are the ones annihilated by the sections
of a locally integrable subbundle of the complex tangent bundle of a real
smooth manifold, i.e. they are distribution solutions to a system of vector
fields. The theory of polyanalytic functions and the theory of locally inte-
grable structures converge in the case of the holomorphic functions (which
in one variable are precisely the 1-analytic functions and simultaneously the
solutions to the locally integrable structure generated over a complex sub-

manifold of C, by the Cauchy-Riemann vector field L = 1
2

(
∂
∂x + i ∂

∂y

)
, where

x+iy is the standard holomorphic coordinate for C. It therefore makes sense
to attempt to characterize the solutions in one theory in terms of the other
theory, possibly allowing a deeper understanding of both subjects. In this
paper we locally characterize q-analytic functions in one complex variable
in terms of local solutions to locally integrable structures and we find lo-
cal hypoanalytic charts such that the local solutions associated to a given
q-analytic function, can be interpreted as local hypoanalytic solutions.

2. Preliminaries

Definition 2 (Locally integrable structure, see e.g. Berhanu, Cordaro &
Hounie [5] p.19). Let Ω be a real N dimensional manifold and let L ⊂ C⊗TΩ
be a subbundle of rank l. Set L⊥p := {ξ ∈ C⊗T ∗p Ω : ξ = 0 on Lp}. L is called
a locally integrable structure on Ω (for clarity we shall say that (Ω, L) is a
locally integrable structure) if for each p0 ∈ Ω there is an open neighborhood
p0 ∈ U ⊂ Ω together with functions Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ C∞(U), l = N − n, such
that span{dZ1p, . . . , dZnp} = L⊥p , ∀p ∈ U.

Definition 3 (Hypoanalytic structure, see e.g. Baouendi, Chang & Treves
[4]). Let Ω be a real smooth manifold of dimension n + l. A hypo-analytic

have the highest power of z̄ which is allowed to appear in the standard expression of the
polyanalytic function.
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structure on Ω is a collection of pairs (Uk, Zk) where Uk ⊂ Ω is open and
Zk := (Zk1, . . . , Zkn) : Uk → Cn a smooth map s.t.:

(i) {Uk} is an open cover of Ω.
(ii) dZk1, . . . , dZkn are C-linearly independent at each point of Uk.
(iii) If k 6= k′ and p ∈ Uk∩Uk′ there exists a holomorphic map F k

k′,p of an

open neighborhood of Zk(p) in Cn into Cn such that Zk′ = F k
k′,p ◦Zk

in a neighborhood of p in Uk ∩ Uk′ .

The span of the differentials is denoted T ′ and the underlying locally inte-
grable structure (obtained with respect to the duality between tangent vectors
and cotangent vectors) will be denoted L = (T ′)⊥. If Ω and Z are real-
analytic then the hypoanalytic structure is called real-analytic (see Treves
[12], p.122).

We shall be working locally and concern ourselves with a fixed hypoan-
alytic chart and hence will not make any reference to the maps F k

k′,p in

our proofs. Given a locally integrable structure (Ω, L), it locally near any
point p, say on an open U, p ∈ U, underlies at least one hypoanalytic struc-
ture, which for sufficiently small U can be given with a single chart map
Z (this is immediate from Definition 2). It should be noted however that
the same locally integrable structure can underlie significantly different hy-
poanalytic structures, see e.g. Baouendi, Chang & Treves [4], p.335. Once
the local hypoanalytic chart map Z (whose differentials span L⊥) is known
and fixed, one can for clarity use the notation (U,L, Z) for the given local
hypoanalytic structure however the underlying locally integrable structure
L will be locally uniquely determined by the hypoanlaytic chart, thus is
sufficient to simply denote the local hypoanalytic structure (with only one
chart map) by (U,Z). But as we have noted, even though a hypoanalytic
structure determines a unique locally integrable structure, namely the or-
thogonal of the cotangent structure bundle spanned by the differentials of
the components of the hypoanalytic chart maps, the choice of hypoanalytic
chart is not necessarily unique.

Definition 4 (Solution with respect to a locally integrable structure). Let
Ω be a smooth (n + l)-dimensional real manifold and let L ⊂ C ⊗ TΩ be a
locally integrable structure of rank l. Let L1, . . . , Ll, define a local basis near
a reference point p0 for L. A distribution u defined on an open V 3 p0 is
called a solution (with respect to the system induced by L) on V if Lju = 0,
on V, 1 ≤ j ≤ l. If Ω is real-analytic, and the L1, . . . , Ll, are real-analytic (in
the sense that their expressions have real-analytic coefficients with respect
to the coordinates of Ω) then we shall call a real-analytic function u a real-
analytic solution (with respect to the given locally integrable structure).
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Definition 5 (Hypoanalytic function, see Treves [12], p.123). Let Ω be
a smooth (n + l)-dimensional real manifold equipped with a hypoanalytic
structure and let p ∈ Ω. A complex-valued function f defined in some neigh-
borhood of p, is said to be hypoanalytic at p, if there exists a hypoanalytic
chart (U,Z), p ∈ U,Z = (Z1, . . . , Zn) (as part of the hypoanalytic structure
of Ω) defined on a neighborhood of p together with a holomorphic function F
in some neighborhood of Z(p) in Cn, such that f = F ◦Z in a neighborhood
of p. A complex-valued function f is called hypoanalytic on a subset S ⊂ Ω,
if it is hypoanalytic at each point of S.

Example 1. Recall that a real smooth submanifold M ⊂ Cn, of real di-
mension n + l and real codimension d = n − l, is a subset such that
for each p0 ∈ M , there is an ambient open neighborhood U ⊂ Cn of p0

satisfying M ∩ U = {ρ = 0}, where ρ : U → Rd and dρ1, . . . , dρn−l
are linearly independent in U. Let p ∈ M, and let J denote the com-
plex structure map on TpCn (J2 = −Id). It has C-linear extension to
C⊗ TpCn. If the complex differentials ∂ρ1, . . . , ∂ρd are C-linearly indepen-
dent at each point, p, then M is called generic, which in turn is equivalent to
(see e.g. Baouendi, Ebenfelt & Rothschild [3], p.14) TpM + JTpM = TpCn.
The complexification C ⊗ TpM ∩ JTpM can be decomposed with respect

to the eigenvalues of J, C ⊗ TpM ∩ JTpM = H0,1
p M ⊕ H1,0

p M (where

H0,1
p M = {X ∈ C ⊗ TpM : J(X) = −iX}). Denote Lp := H0,1

p M, and

note that L|p∩L|p = {0}, L|p+L|p = TpCn. Now assume M is real-analytic
and that for each p0 ∈ M there is an open neighborhood V of p0 in Cn,
together with holomorphic coordinates (z, w) for V centered at p0, such that
z = (z1, . . . , zl), w = (w1, . . . , wn−l), and V ∩M = {(z, w) ∈ V : =w =
φ(z,<w)} for an Rn−l-valued real-analytic φ with dφ(0) = φ(0) = 0. Then
the function ρ = =w − φ(z,<w) will satisfy the condition that the complex
differentials ∂ρ1, . . . , ∂ρd are C-linearly independent near p0. The dimen-
sion of TpM ∩JTpM is constant near p0, L := H0,1(V ∩M) is an involutive

subbundle (see e.g Boggess [6], p.101) of rank l, that satisfies L ∩ L = {0}.
It is known that this implies that this subbundle is locally integrable see e.g.
Baouendi, Ebenfelt & Rothschild [3], p.38. Such manifolds are referred to
as generic Cauchy-Riemann submanifolds of Cn. In our proof we shall be
working with local hypoanalytic structures that are associated to such man-
ifolds. Assume p0 = 0 and denote z := x + iy, s := <w, which means that
we have for a real-analytic coordinate system (x, y, s) on a sufficiently small
open 0 ∈ ω ⊂ Rl+n, a local representation of M ∩V, via Z(x, y, s) : ω → Cn,
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via

Zj(x, s, y) := xj + iyj , 1 ≤ j ≤ l,(2)

Zj(x, s, y) := sj + iφ(x, y, s), l + 1 ≤ j ≤ n(3)

Then (Z, ω) defines, a local hypoanalytic structure with a single chart, which
overlies the locally integrable structure L = H0,1(M ∩ V ) and Z will be
an embedding Baouendi, Ebenfelt & Rothschild [3], p.37. Note that we
do not necessarily need dφ(0) = 0, it is sufficient that the components of
(=w − φ(z,<w)) have C-linearly independent complex differentials near 0.

Definition 6 (Flatness). Let M ⊂ Cn be a local generic submanifold ob-
tained as the image of a local hypoanalytic chart Z. M will be called flat
on a domain V ⊂M , if V is locally foliated by complex submanifolds of the
same dimension as the complex dimension of the locally integrable subbundle
underlying Z.

We mention that the special case of locally integrable structures where
the associated vector bundle, L, satisfies L∩L = 0, form in their own right
a popular field of research (see e.g. Boggess [6], Zampieri [14] and Sorin &
Tomassini [10], Chirka [8], Jacobowitz [9]) whose readership may possibly
differ a little compared to the more general theory of locally integrable
structures.

3. Statement and proof of the result

Theorem 1. Let z = x+ iy be a holomorphic coordinate in C, W ⊂ R2 an
open subset with real-analytic coordinates (x, y) and let p ∈ W. Let q be a
positive integer. Then there exists a locally integrable structure (ω,L) where
ω ⊂ R4 is open with real-analytic coordinates (x, y, s, t), (p, 0) ∈ ω, such

that for any q-analytic function f(z) on z(W ), the function f̃(x, y, s, t) :=
f(x + iy) is a solution near (p, 0), with respect to L. Furthermore, there
is for sufficiently small ω a local hypoanalytic chart, (ω,Z), Z : ω → C3,
overlying the locally integrable structure, such that the image of Z is flat
near Z(p, 0) (which under the circumstances means that it is foliated by
one-dimensional complex manifolds near Z(p, 0)) and such that for any q-

analytic function f(z) on z(W ), the solution f̃ chosen as above is a local
hypoanalytic solution near (p, 0) (i.e. there exists a holomorphic function F,

in the ambient space C3, near Z(p, 0), such that F ◦ Z = f̃ near (p, 0)).

Proof. The claim is local, so if necessary we make sure that the word near
in Theorem 1 implies that we are sufficiently close to p in W such that we
have a global (with respect to a sufficiently small neighborhood of p in W )
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representation f(z) = a(z)+
∑q−1

k=1 z̄
kbk(z) where a(z), bk(z), k = 1, . . . , q−1,

are holomorphic. Denote zp = p1 + ip2, where p = (p1, p2).
Introduce holomorphic coordinates (z, w1, w2) in C3 such that z = x+ iy,

<w1 := s, <w2 := t.
If f is holomorphic then the function F (z, w1, w2) = f(z) is holomorphic

near zp and its restriction, f̃ , to a sufficiently small relative open neigh-
borhood of zp in the flat submanifold {(=w1,=w2) = (0, 0)} ⊂ C3 has the
wanted properties. So we can assume q > 1.

We shall define a hypoanalytic chart whose underlying locally integrable
structure will be a candidate for annihilating the solution induced by the
given q-analytic function f . Let Ω ⊂ R4 be an open subset such that
(x, y, s, t) denote real-analytic coordinates for Ω with (p, 0) ∈ Ω. Define the
map Z = (Z1, Z2, Z3) : Ω→ C3, according to,

Z1(x, y, s, t) = x+ iy(4)

Z2(x, y, s, t) = s+ iφ1(x, y, s, t)(5)

Z3(x, y, s, t) = t+ iφ2(x, y, s, t)(6)

where φ = (φ1, φ2) is a real-analytic map Ω → R2. If we choose φ =
(φ1, φ2) such that dZ1, dZ2, dZ3 are C-linearly independent near the point
(0, p), say on a domain ω ⊂ Ω containing (0, p), where (x, y, st) denote real-
analytic coordinates, then Z is a hypoanalytic chart with some underlying
locally integrable structure (ω,L), such that L is the annihilator in C⊗Tω,
of spandZ, and,

(7) Z(Ω) = {(z, w1, w2) ∈ C3 : (=w1,=w2) = φ(z,<w1,<w2)}.

This implies (see Example 1) when the complex differentials of =w − φ
are C-linearly independent, that Z(ω) is a submanifold of C3 satisfying
(see e.g. Berhanu, Cordaro & Hounie [5], p.17) that the characteristic set
T 0
r = T ′r ∩ T ∗r ω has constant dimension equal to 2, r ∈ ω. .

Now we choose in eqn (5) and eqn (6),

(8) φ1(x, y, s, t) := −t, φ2(x, y, s, t) := s− y

We have dZ1 = dx + idy, dZ2 = ds − idt, dZ3 = dt + i(ds − dy). If λj ,

j = 1, 2, 3, are complex numbers such that,
∑3

j=1 λjdZj |p0 = 0, for some

p0 ∈ ω then (the coefficients of the real differentials in the dZj are all
complex constants on ω) λ1(dx+idy)+λ2(ds−idt)+λ3(dt+i(ds−dy)) = 0,
giving, λ1dx + (λ3 − λ1)idy + (λ2 + iλ3)(ds − idt) = 0, with only solution
being λj = 0, j = 1, 2, 3.
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Hence dZ1, dZ2, dZ3 are C-linearly independent on ω, and their span forms
a subbundle in C⊗ T ∗ω which is annihilated by a unique locally integrable
subbundle L ⊂ C⊗ Tω.

Defining,

(9) f̃(x, y, s, t) := f(x+ iy).

we see that the function

(10) F (z, w1, w2) := a(z) +

q−1∑
j=1

(z − 2i(w1 + iw2))j bj(z)

is holomorphic near zp in C3 and satisfies, F ◦ Z = f̃ , so that f̃ is a
hypoanalytic solution2 near p. We shall now define a complex linear trans-
formation
A : C3 → C3, (z, w1, w2) 7→ (z̃, w̃1, w̃2), such that, there exists an open

neighborhood, D ⊂ C3, of A(zp), satisfying M = D ∩A(Z(ω)) (and in fact
we can make the choice such that D ∩A(Z(ω)) = A(Z(ω))) for,

(11) M := {(z̃, w̃1, w̃2) ∈ D ⊂ C3 : (=w̃1,=w̃2) = (0, 0)}

Let A be represented by the 3× 3 complex matrix [aij ]ij , which gives,

(12) =w̃1 = (<a21=z + =a21<z) + (<a22=w1 + =a22<w1)

+ (<a23=w2 + =a23<w2)

(13) =w̃2 = (<a31=z + =a31<z) + (<a32=w1 + =a32<w1)

+ (<a33=w2 + =a33<w2)

Also for (z, w1, w2) ∈ Z(Ω) we have =w1 = −<w2 and =w2 = <w1 −=z,
Thus achieving (=w̃1,=w̃2) = (0, 0) on the image under A of a neighbor-

hood near zp means finding aij , such that (the sum of the coefficients in
front of <z,=z,<w1,<w2 are made to vanish),

(14)

[
=a21 (<a21 −<a23) (=a22<+ <a23) (=a23 −<a22)
=a31 (<a31 −<a33) (=a32<+ <a33) (=a33 −<a32)

]
= [0]2×4

2In this case the hypoanalytic structure defines a generic embedded Cauchy-Riemann
submanifold of C3 with real codimension 2 and the restriction of any holomorphic function
to it is a solution to the underlying locally integrable structure, see e.g. Baouendi, Ebenfelt
& Rothschild [3], p.15.
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According to eqn (14) A can be written,

(15)

 a11 a12 a13

<a21 <a22 − i<a21 <a21 + i<a22

<a31 <a32 − i<a31 <a31 + i<a32


We choose the elements such that det(A) 6= 0, e.g. 0 = a11 = a12, a13 =

<a21 = 1,=a31 = 3,<a22 = 2,<a32 = 5, reducing the matrix in eqn (15) to

(16)

 0 0 1
i 2− i 1 + 2i
3i 5− 3i 3 + 5i


which is nonsingular.
Hence D ∩ A(Z(ω)) is foliated by complex submanifolds of complex di-

mension one (namely the complex submanifolds given by the points in D
satisfying (<w̃1,<w̃2) =const.) Also the holomorphic map A−1 sends com-
plex submanifolds to complex submanifolds, so we conclude that Z(ω) is
foliated near Z(p, 0), by complex submanifolds of complex dimension one
and is thus flat3 Finally, note that the locality of the statement of Theorem
1 allows us to use the same choices of ω,Z(and thereby L),A independent
of the q-analytic function f. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. �

Example 2. Let f(z) = z2 + zz̄, where z = x+ iy is the standard complex
coordinate in C. Here we have a(z) = z2, b(z) = z. Let (z, w1, w2) denote
holomorphic coordinates in C3 and set,

Z1(x, y,<w1,=w1) = z

Z2(x, y,<w1,=w1) = <w1 + i(−<w2)

Z3(x, y,<w1,=w1) = <w2 + i(<w1 − y)

This implies that dZ1, dZ2, dZ3 are C-linearly independent near 0, thus Z is
a hypoanalytic chart with underlying locally integrable structure given by the
annihilator spandZ. Furthermore there is a neighborhood ω of the origin
such that, Z(ω) = {(z, w1, w2) ∈ C3 : (=w1,=w2) = (−<w2,<w1 − y)},
and by the proof of Theorem 1 the image of Z near Z(0) is flat. Setting

f̃(x, y,<w1,<w2) := f(x+ iy), the function

(17) F (z, w1, w2) := a+ zb− 2ib(w1 + iw2) = 2z2 − 2iz(w1 + iw2)

3Note that for the given flat generic submanifold M ⊂ C3 in coordinates (z̃, w̃1, w̃2),
A−1 maps the holomorphic tangent vector fields, denoted H0,1

zp M into the holomorphic

tangent vector fields for the target space. Let z̃p = A(zp). H0,1
z̃p

M is one complex dimen-

sional and spanned by L̃|z̃p = ∂

∂z̃
|0, and we have the push-forward L1|zp := A−1

∗ (L̃1|z̃p).
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is holomorphic near 0 in C3 and satisfies, F ◦ Z = f̃ , so that f̃ is a hypo-
analytic solution.

Example 3. Theorem 1 does not exclude that for a given q-analytic func-
tion f , there exist a choice of locally integrable structure having the main
wanted properties in Theorem 1 but underlying, near the reference point, a
local hypoanalytic chart whose image is not flat. However there are cases
where we can conclude that the chosen locally integrable structure cannot be
hypocomplex.

Definition 7. A locally integrable structure (Ω, L), is called hypocomplex
at p if there is an open neighborhood U of p and a smooth local chart near
the origin Z = (Z1, . . . , Zn) → Cn whose components are solutions such
that for any distribution solution u on a neighborhood U ′ ⊂ Ω of p there
is a holomorphic function ũ defined on a neighborhood of Z(p) such that
u = ũ ◦ Z on a neighborhood of p in U ′.

Indeed a nonconstant solution defined on a neighborhood of a hypocomplex
point p, maps open neighborhoods of p to open neighborhoods in C (see
Treves [12], p.149). For example if f(z) = 1 − zz, then |f | attains a strict
local maximum at 0, which is impossible if there is a hypoanalytic structure
together with a solution f̃ such that |f̃ | attains a weak local maximum at 0
whenever |f | attains a strict local maximum at 0.

Remark 1. As long as we seek our structures in the real-analytic cate-
gory, we are restricted when it comes to the choice of overlying hypoanalytic
structure, once the locally integrable structure is fixed, due to the following
result.

Theorem 2 (Treves [12], p.127). Let Ω be a real-analytic manifold and
L ⊂ C ⊗ TΩ is an involutive subundle consisting of real-analytic vector
fields. Then there exists a unique (up to local biholomorphism) hypoanalytic
structure on Ω, real-analytic, overlying L.
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